Dear Sisters and Brothers,
What a month April is about to be and it is so fitting! This year April is the month of Holy Week and Easter.
Holy Week and Easter would be enough by itself to make for a full month indeed. For Holy Week and Easter
put the fullness of the human condition fully in view and then transcends it all with Good Unbelievable
AMAZING news. The News that with God, life did DOES break forth from any and all places.
With Holy Week and Easter as our backdrop and grounding, there are many other amazing things unfolding
this month that I want you not only to be aware of, but to be part of.


Our Vision Process is developing and drawing near a congregational vote. The Vision Working
Group has been at work listening, discerning and praying for a couple of years now. They have
given to you a DRAFT, a FIRST BLUSH, a WORK IN PROGRESS. We have invited you to
feedback sessions and individual conversations. If you haven’t made it to one yet, there are more
on the calendar. Come and share how you hear God calling us to live as church in this time and
place. On Saturday, April 22nd, we will hold a prayer vigil for the Vision and then on the 23rd
(just a week from the new beginning of Easter) we will hold a vote after worship. The Vision
does not give us all the answers, but will help provide the questions we will live into for the next
seven years of our shared life. It will be one way life breaks forth.



On April 2nd and 23rd we will welcome fifteen new members to the
life of our church by sharing covenant. We will be baptizing Meryle
Epstein. All of these actions are things we do together by making
promises to God and one another. Through these things, our church
changes, grows and becomes more fully the body of Christ. It will be
another way life breaks forth.



In April we will continue meeting with the Congregational Church in West Stockbridge around
some exciting possibilities for shared ministries, purpose and staffing. They are in the process of
hiring a new part-time Pastor and we are engaging and discerning whether it would be the time to
do something creative and life-giving by hiring one person to be their Pastor and to be a part-time
Associate Pastor for us. We are early in the dialogue and will be bringing more information to
you and seeking greater input as the process of exploration unfolds. New possibilities of life from
unanticipated places.



In April we plan to begin work on two gardens—the Memorial Garden and some vegetable
gardens. We anticipate ground breaking (weather permitting) to prepare the area bounded by the
Sanctuary to the west and the J.E. Room to the south for its ongoing, sacred task of rest, honor and
peace. We also anticipate some raised vegetable gardens being installed in the southernmost area
of the grass between the parking lots. Both all about honoring life.

April is going to be a full month around here and I hope and pray that you will be part of it; part of bringing
forth life, part of stoking the life that is here in our midst. I look forward to the shared journey.

Brent

Our Shared Life Together
HAPPY APRIL BIRTHDAYS
(Please let someone on the Growth
Committee know if we have not
included your birthday or listed it
incorrectly.)
April 2
April 7
April 8
April 11
April 12
April 18
April 19
April 22
April 23
April 25
April 26
April 27
April 30

Olga Schwede
Hannah Alsdorf
Bronley Boyd
Casey Jones
Margaret Bradley Davis
Virginia Berry
Tracy Wilson
Olivia Doerr
Jack Brown
Anna Grace Nimmo
Bronwyn Dix
Keith Raftery
Seth Ivas
Wendy Nicolosi
Chet Douglass
Ivy Cote
Samuel Connor

PLEASE REMEMBER THE
FOLLOWING IN YOUR PRAYERS:
Ann Underwood
Patty Strauch and her father
Madonna Meagher, Gt. Barrington
Bill Holmes, Lenox,
Betsey McKearnan, Stockbridge
Jen Germain, Stockbridge

Coordinator Needed
Opportunity for Mission with a whole lot of Action: The
M&A committee had a presentation given by the Berkshire
Greenagers group. This non-profit training and service organization serves teens and young adults with jobs in the great
outdoors. They wondered if they could pair with us to install
raised bed vegetable gardens at our church to feed the poor.
These gardens would need to be tended by our church and the
harvest donated to a food pantry.

M&A has voted to finance the cost of the Greenagers constructing
up to four raised beds. Greenagers will fill them with soil and
nutrients and plant appropriate vegetables which would be long
lasting and have a high yield. The Greenagers will be on hand to
teach those who want to get involved about the ways they are
creating a productive raised garden.
Mission and Action is looking for a coordinator of this project. The
ideal organizer would have passion and commitment to coordinate
the congregation in the sowing, watering, weeding, harvest, and
distribution of the produce throughout the summer and fall. The
perfect candidate would have a keen interest in gardening and a
passion for justice to feed the poor and disenfranchised but also
could be someone who might want a real learning experience with
hands on gardening. Christian Education has expressed interest in
turning this project into a summer Sunday School so there is the plan to have help each Sunday.
We see an opportunity for one or more people to get involved in this project and therefore making it a whole church-wide experience
in mission and in action. We already have had one person express interest in coordinating, but are absolutely open to others who
want to get involved or help coordinate. We hope to have some folks identified by Palm Sunday, April 9th. We know this could be
a large undertaking but would be a very rewarding outreach program. If you have questions or are feeling called to step forward,
please contact Brent as soon as possible. Thank you and God bless you.

News From Boards And Committees
Growth and Fellowship
SAVE THE DATE - APRIL 30th All-Church Birthday Party
Growth & Fellowship announces this year's All-Church Birthday will be
Sunday, April 30 immediately following worship. The Spring Fling themed
party will include a potluck lunch and beautiful monthly cakes all provided by
our congregation. Stay tuned for more details.
Thanks to all who hosted coffee hour in March. We appreciate your efforts to
help share our most precious gift of fellowship together!

Deacons
As we approach Holy Week, the Deacons invite you to participate in every way in worship. Holy Week has
a structure and a story: as our pastor sometimes says, it is easy to spring from the triumph of Palm Sunday to
the triumph of Easter and look away from everything in-between. But you would not be hearing the whole
story.
This year we will celebrate Communion on Palm Sunday, April 9, the second Sunday of the month. On the
first Sunday of the month we will be welcoming a lot of new members and if we also celebrated
Communion, we would be here until…who knows? So we will celebrate Communion and have our
traditional joyous palm processional on April 9.
On Maundy Thursday, we will return to a practice we did for years, having a simple meal together in the JE
Room (at 6:30 pm) before the Tenebrae service at 7 pm. We will commemorate the gathering of the
disciples for supper and intimate gathering before the storm of the Crucifixion. On Good Friday we will not
worship at noon with St. Paul’s. That congregation has decided to worship with other Episcopalian
congregations on Good Friday, and so we will worship with our own congregation at 7 pm. This means
more people will be able to attend than usually do when we have worshipped at noon. It also means we will
suspend, for this year, our walking the Stations of the Cross as we have done for the last three years. We
will commemorate Good Friday in a solemn service marking the pain our Savior suffered and contemplate
the magnitude of that sacrifice.
Then, we have Easter sunrise service in the JE Room at 6 am on Easter Sunday. Worshiping in the balcony
of the church was nice, but it leaves out those who can’t make the climb. The JE Room faces east, so we will
see the sun rise on our service. Finally, we have our Easter festival worship at 10 am on April 16th. We hope
to make noise, raise the roof, smell the flowers, and sing “Alleluia!” as loud as we can.
We hope to see you as much as possible. Come and join us to hear the whole story!
The Deacons' Chair, David Anderegg

Speaking of Holy Week:
The Annual UCC Men’s Palm Sunday Breakfast and Service will be hosted by the Lee Congregational
Church. Service will take place at 7:00 a.m. with a delicious breakfast to follow. If you are interested in
going, please call the church office to RSVP.
Lee has asked that we get them an idea of numbers by April 3.

Trustees
The Trustees Committee notes as of 3/14/2017 there is currently an amount of $1,195,556.00 in the
Endowment Fund. On March 1st, 2017 $5,335.00 was transferred to the church. The Endowment
Committee’s investment strategy has us with the following percentages invested: 64% Equities, 31% Fixed
Income and 5% cash.
We have had a loan out to the Community Development Corp. for several years now and are currently
revisiting the terms of this loan.
Regarding the Memorial Garden, … spring is upon us and construction is about to begin. Plans are in place
to re-route an existing sewage pipe leading from the church. This will not have any effect on the Memorial
Garden site or installation. We are well along in our development of the Memorial Garden policies and
procedures and will be bringing them to the next Council meeting before releasing them to the Congregation
for further input and finalization by Council.
There have been several random maintenance issues which have been addressed. There are others in process.
A leaky faucet was dealt with thanks to the on-the-spot work of Joe Nicolosi, and a fancy new cart has been
ordered for the Service League. Somehow we managed to clear the snow, get through the winter, and
provide a nice and segue to the most welcomed arrival of spring. HAPPY EASTER!
Robert G. Doerr, Chairman, Board of Trustees

Green Team
The Green Team has an overflowing agenda of wonderful ideas to bring to fruition this year! We are
beginning this spring with a few very important and informative occasions for the church as a whole.

On Saturday, April 22, 2017 we will be screening the documentary, “Before the Flood” here in our church
building. In this film, actor Leonardo DiCaprio meets with scientists, activists and world leaders to discuss
the dangers of climate change and possible solutions. This is a very powerful film and you won’t want to
miss it! Likely, we will have a discussion afterwards where we can voice opinions, ideas, actions, and more.
There will also be a light meal served. Be on the lookout for the exact timing of the film screening.
As mentioned in the March newsletter, we will be seeing some changes in our weather (hopefully) and the
Greenagers will soon be installing four raised garden beds on the strip of land in our parking lot, where it
separates the parking lot. The Greenagers will be extremely helpful and will have so much to teach our
members. Very importantly, the congregation and the Sunday School families will be encouraged
immensely to become involved with our latest endeavor that guides us towards a more environmentally
conscious common and familiar space.

Green Team Monthly Challenge:
Take a quick moment to notice the new recycle cans in the kitchen and also outside of the kitchen in the
back of the church. The cans/barrels will be labeled well so it will be easy to recycle! Let us try to FILL
those bins with whatever recyclable materials that might be at church at any time! Thanks! Enjoy the
great feeling you will have knowing that this is a very important step for our church to protect the world in
which we live.
The next Green Team meeting will be held on April 12, 2017 at 6 pm! PLEASE, PLEASE feel free to join
us. This does not mean you have to come to monthly meetings. If you have ideas about and interest in
helping our environment, within and outside the walls of our church, please attend at least one meeting. You
can also contact Jennifer Germain at jlgermain77@gmail.com or by calling 1-413-813-9962. Thank you!

Music Committee
MUSIC ON MAIN - Saturday, April 8, 2017 at 5 pm
Ahhhhh . . . . Spring is here - and Love is in the Air! The next Music on
Main concert is Saturday, April 8th at 5pm, and will feature Steve
Hassmer and Christine Enderle. The program, entitled As Time Goes By,
is a performance of romantic, eclectic, and utterly funny love songs that
chart the course of a modern-day love story. Jacob Fennell will
accompany them on the piano.
Mark your calendars now - - and help us raise funds for the music
ministry of this church. This concert is open to the public and we
encourage you to invite your friends, neighbors, and co-workers.
Suggested donation is $20 / $15 for seniors and students / children free.

Steve Hassmer is a baritone whose repertoire spans many musical styles. Recent credits include My Fair
Lady (Colonel Pickering) and South Pacific (Emile DeBecque) at the Mac-Haydn Playhouse; and Madama
Butterfly (Uncle Yakuside) with the Berkshire Opera Festival. Other regional credits include: Forever Plaid
(Sparky), Ragtime (Harry Houdini), Damn Yankees (Joe Hardy), South Pacific (Lt. Cable), and others.
National tour: My Fair Lady. Other: Production singer with Royal Caribbean and Celebrity Cruise Lines.
Christine Enderle has worked all over the country touring and in regional theatre, as well as singing with
many choral ensembles, in cabaret, and concert. Favorite credits include: Room Service, Fiddler On the
Roof, and national tours of Tintypes and A Christmas Carol. She holds a BA in music from Luther College
and her M.Ed. from MCLA. Enderle teaches voice, beginning piano, and Kindermusik.

From the Organ Bench
Lent is in full swing, and I love the music of Lent. Special music is planned for the rest of Lent, as well as
Holy Week and Easter. Some highlights for the future services include Marjorie Dix, Cindy Ogulnick, and I
performing the Agnus Dei from Bach’s B Minor Mass; violinist Eileen Markland playing for Good Friday, a
wonderful gospel arrangement of the 23rd Psalm, Rosamund Trio joining us for Easter, and a stunning Bob
Chilcott anthem for Easter. We’ve been so fortunate to have our soloists sing invocations for us each
Sunday, bringing us into a heartfelt time of prayer and celebration. I hope that our efforts have been able to
make your Lenten season more meaningful, and make the joy of Easter even more moving.

Mission & Action
A huge snowstorm prevented the Mission and Action Committee from meeting at the scheduled monthly
time in March! However, this does not mean that we have not been taking actions. The committee
recognized that the Somalia and African drought and famine were in need of funds and attention right
away. This is an international crisis to which we donated, unanimously! In addition, we were pleased to
donate our yearly offering to "Our Church's Wider Mission" They pool monies from all our UCC churches
and this helps in a large capacity. “Our Churches Wider Mission” explains that, Contributions to OCWM
help change lives as, together; we work toward the day when, as John says, we “may all be one.”
Mission & Action is pleased to remind everyone of a an upcoming intentional action to help others. This
involves another year of participating in Cathedral of the Beloved (previously called, Cathedral in the
Night) We plan on preparing large quantities of food to bring to the wonderful program in Pittsfield, the first
time occurring on May 5 (as well as once in October. If you would like to help out with the preparation of
the meal, which will take place the day before, Saturday May 6th. Please contact Hal and Anne Brink if you
have any questions.
Please take a peak at the Green Team article which will give another sneak peek of wonderful “green”
happenings at our church! Happy April from Mission & Action!!

Events and Happenings
CE Task Force and Super Saturday
On March 8th, the CE task force (see March Newsletter) held its first
meeting. Among other decisions made, I decided to accompany Brent on
his trip to Super Saturday ten days later in the hope of finding some
workshops relating to our tasks. I was late in signing up though, and was a
little disappointed that I could not get into my first choices. As a second
choice, I ended up in the mundane-sounding, “Curriculum and Resources.”
How to find and sift through the many possible paperback booklets just
didn’t appeal, especially since we SS teachers are reasonably well satisfied
with the current materials. It just didn’t seem like a pressing issue.
Our presenter was Karen Ziel, the Minister of Faith Formation and
Leadership of the Connecticut Conference. We spent most of the workshop, as it turned out, discussing
Curriculum with a capital “C.” The workshop was much more stimulating than I anticipated. Quite logically,
if you want to choose from among all those little “c” curricula, you ought first to figure out your big C
picture. This question had already been raised in different forums at our own church over the last few
months. I feel sure it came up in the Vision Working group discussions; I know it was raised with parents at
the after church meetings with Sunday School teachers, and it came up again at our March 8th meeting. I
think the answer to our big picture Curriculum goals will come as we continue the conversation amongst
ourselves and with outside resources.
A more startling concept was the idea that we already have a Curriculum. Drawing from the 20th century
Catholic educator Maria Harris, Ziel said, “Everything the church does teaches.” And quoting Harris, “The
educational agency of the church is the whole life of the congregation itself, which is a dynamic teaching and
learning community of all ages.” So, what are we teaching already, not just explicitly with curricula, but also
implicitly in the way we are the church, and in the things we do not address? Workshops are a good starting
place for raising questions and gathering resources. I am glad to have landed in this workshop as it touched
on many areas of our life as a church considering a new Vision, and possibly transformed Curriculum.
Ted Randolph,
CE Task Force
Church Art News
A church art show is being planned for April and May this year. It will be entitled “In memory of
_____________” in coordination with work on the Memorial Garden.
We need artists. Any artist in our congregation who wishes to participate in the art show is invited to submit
a work of art done in memory of a loved one. It may be a drawing or painting (not photography) in memory
of a person - such as a portrait, a favorite scene shared, flowers, china, clothing, jewelry, sport, interior or
exterior home environment or object, or a still-life composite, etc.; no larger than 9” x 12”. You may already
have a piece to submit. The due date is Sunday, April 23rd. Your piece should include the title, “in memory
of (the name of your loved one), your name, medium used, and a description of the work of art.
If you need to discuss this project please call me at 413-644-9846 or see me during coffee hour. Enjoy this
rewarding spiritual and artful experience to share.
Olga Schwede

Holy Week and Easter Gatherings
Maundy Thursday
Light Supper – 6:30 p.m.
Tenebrae Worship – 7:00 p.m.
Stories matter. During Holy Week, we encounter many
important stories that form the foundation for the Good
News of the Gospels.
Thursday evening, we gather to remember the story of Jesus’ last night with his disciples and this year we get
the story through the lens of the Gospel of Matthew. On that last night, Jesus gathered his chosen family in
observance of Passover. In that small, upper room, they observed an ancient ritual of the Jewish tradition –
one that celebrated God’s intervening love that brings about freedom in the face of anything and everything
that seeks to enslave. We remember how Jesus shared communion with them and commanded his followers
to engage in that practice as an act of remembrance. But the story doesn’t end around the table.
During worship we will tell the rest of the story – a journey to a garden; a desperate and deep prayer; slumber,
betrayal, denial and loss. The word Tenebrae is Latin for “darkness” or “shadows”. To bring the story alive
we will light thirteen candles (one for Jesus and one for each of the twelve disciples). As the story is told and
human weakness is revealed each candle will be extinguished until only the Christ Candle remains flickering.
The service will end in silence. It is not a particularly joyful way to end a service, but it is an honest and
powerful one. Here at this church we are an optimistic bunch, a joy-filled family. That optimism and joy
springs forth from knowing the full story of love between God and humanity. On Maundy Thursday, we will
tell the story of that day in its fullness, making room for the fullness of our lives and for the fullness of God’s
love. If you haven’t ever experienced this worship – make room for it this year!

Good Friday
Worship – 7:00 p.m.
Friday evening we gather at the foot of the cross.
One writer has commented that to try and stand there and
take in all the meaning of what happened on the cross is
akin to standing at the foot of Niagara Falls with a bucket
in your hand and try to catch all of the water as it cascades down.
We need not capture all the meaning, but each year we gather there to let a bit more of it soak in. It is a
service of depth and confession, a service where we own the truth of the old hymn, Ah Holy Jesus, that we
claim our own responsibility in the events of that day. Together we will bring thorn branches and place them
in the cross in confession. The service will be intimate, close, and honest. We will set the sanctuary very
similar to Ash Wednesday as we complete the human journey of Lent.

Easter Sunday
Sunrise Service– 5:45 a.m.
Festival Worship—10:00 a.m.
Life Wins! Love Wins!
Good News Breaks Forth at the Dawn!
In the end, this story is not written by human hands, but through God’s love. On Easter we gather in the truth
of new life breaking forth from impossible places.
Our sunrise service will encounter the moment that the women made the startling discovery that Jesus was no
longer in the tomb, no longer confined by death and the news that changed everything.
Our festival service will dwell in that moment as well as we move from the sober reality of Good Friday to
the impossible possibility of Easter. Christ is Risen! He is Risen Indeed!

Cooking Day
The Meal Train

March 25, 2017
Led by our Conductor/Engineer Amy Freeman, a group gathered to have some fun,
cook some food and share some love.
Amy, Mary Jane Dunlop, Nick and Willa
Pohl, Patty Fadding, Patty Strauch, Brent
and Jake Damrow and Ivy Cote prepared
butternut squash soup, macaroni and cheese,
as well as cheese and meat lasagnas.
These have been placed in our freezer and
are available to be used by anyone who
needs a meal. They are made with love to
share either in joy or struggle. To request a
meal for yourself or someone in need, please
contact Amy or the church office.
Thank you!

Coffee Hour
In like a Lion…
Out like a Lamb!

Special thanks to Diane Piraino and Ted
Randolph who hosted a fun coffee hour and
then reached out and got others invited.
If you are thinking about hosting a coffee
hour and might want some help—contact
Diane Fogarty!!

SAVE THE DATE
Four-Week Women’s Bible Study on Philippians
Tuesday mornings (10:00-11:30)
on May 9, 16, 23 and 30
Seventh Heaven
Join Linda Russell to discuss Paul’s letter to the Philippians. Whether you have a PhD in theology or you
have never opened a Bible, you will feel welcome in this Bible study discussion group where together we will
discover the keys to having joy in the midst of difficulty. Contact Linda Russell to register or ask questions.
LindaBox594@gmail.com or Cell phone (203) 536-6110.

March Madness Update
Thank you to the people who participated in our March Newsletter Challenge:
Cindy Brown, Cathy Clark, Joyce Hovey, Ted Randolph and Claire Williams.
Our winner of the drawing for the Bible is (drum roll…….) JOYCE HOVEY!
All others have prizes so next time you stop by the church, come on in and claim
it.

Affirming our Vision
For two years now, we have been hard at work. We have been listening. We have been talking. We have
been discerning and now it is time to affirm.
The final two pages of this newsletter contains the text of the DRAFT of the Vision. In the letter we first
sent to the congregation the Vision Working Group stated as clearly as possible that it did not consider this
to be a final document and that it needs the ideas and input of the larger congregation if this is to actually
emerge as the Vision for this church in this time and place.
We have already heard back from a number of people and gotten some great suggestions. The suggestions
have ranged from ways to make the language clearer and better to fundamental ideas about theology or
our shared faith.
We have a number of feedback sessions scheduled between now and the congregational vote to affirm the
vision on April 23rd. We hope that you will take advantage of those sessions to come and share.
If you are unable to come, please directly contact a member of the Vision Working Group so that we can
hear your perspectives. Those people include:
•

Glenn Gilbert, Chair

•

Jack Brown

•

Marjorie Dix

•

Rick Floyd

•

Cary Quigley

•

Brent Damrow, Pastor

A Prayer Vigil for the Vision
Another way that you can help the process is to help us bathe it in prayer. On Saturday, April 22nd from
sunrise to sunset we are asking people to choose a 1/2 hour slot and to pray for this church—pray that we
might hear God’s Vision, pray that we might answer it, pray that the process will be life giving…
We will be setting up a space in the Sanctuary for those who want to have a place to pray. You need not
pray from here though, you can pray from anywhere. We will e-mail some resources to people who sign
up to help them consider how they might use that 1/2 hour of time. Here at church will be some additional
things to guide you through the process.
What Would Happen Next?
Once a Vision is affirmed for the church, we would face the task of living into it together. As you read the
following text of the Vision, we hope that you notice that really the Vision frames some questions for us to
wrestle with and some direction in which to head. The role of implementation and making any actions
concrete would be up to subsequent small groups and task forces to consider.
We anticipate that we would have a few groups at a time working on some of the questions raised. We
hope to draw from the diversity of the congregation to make sure that we stay true to the larger church
body in our continued work.
This Vision is designed to take us through the year 2024. That year happens to be the 200th anniversary of

the sanctuary and the 290th anniversary of the church. The time frame ends both on a day where we will
look back to the history of the place we call home even as we anticipate the 300th Birthday of the church

in 2034.

VISION 2024: Transformed and Transforming
Prayer for God’s Guidance

These words framed the Vision Working Group’s endeavors over the past two years. We invite you to pray with us as you review
the draft vision.

Loving God, source of all we are and all we might yet be; you have watched over this congregation for
nearly three centuries. You have blessed us with forbears whose lives have been true, lovely and brave;
whose stories we tell, whose memories we cherish and whose witness has shaped this church, town and
world. We praise you for the many ways you have sustained us, and continue to bless us to be your
presence in the world.

We give you thanks for the Spirit moving in our midst. In this time of discernment, keep our ears tuned to
your still-speaking voice and our discipleship true to the calling of Christ. Bless us with humility, patience,
hope, optimism and joy. Through our work, bind our hearts to you, strengthen our love for one another
and deepen our compassion for all your creation.
Enable us to hear your voice and to see in our mind’s eyes your vision and will for us that we may arise with
courage and conviction, affirming with the prophets of old: “Your will, O God is our dearest desire. We,
your people, stand ready. Send us!” Amen.

Grounded in God
Imagine this congregation with the transforming love of God as its source and destiny.
We commit ourselves, through a variety of spiritual practices and disciplines, to seeking out the holy
mysteries of God and listening for God’s still speaking voice, looking beyond our limitations of logic, justice
and love.
Imagine a life completely transformed through connection to God. In prayer and fellowship with our
neighbors, we hear the voice of God and can accept and surrender to the Holy Spirit's call to represent
Christ, God's saving and healing love in the world.
We meet our transforming God in the midst of dynamic and excellent worship that engages all of our
senses. We gather in our sacred space that evokes our history, and is equipped to support worship in
today's context.

